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STABILITY OF PARALLEL TRIANGULAR SYSTEM SOLVERS*
NICHOLAS J. HIGHAM
Abstract. Several parallel algorithms have been proposed for the solution of triangular systems. The stability of
four of them is analysed here: a fan-in algorithm, a block elimination method, a method based on a factorized power
series expansion of the matrix inverse, and a method based on a divide and conquer matrix inversion technique. New
forward error and residual bounds are derived, including an improvement on the bounds of Sameh and Brent for the
fan-in algorithm. A forward error bound is identified that holds not only for all the methods described here, but for
any triangular equation solver that does not rely on algebraic cancellation; among the implications of the bound is
that any such method is extremely accurate for certain special types of triangular systems.
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1. Introduction. The standard substitution algorithm for solving triangular systems has
optimal serial complexity, for each element of the n x n coefficient matrix must partake in at
least one operation and so there must be O (n 2) operations. However, the parallel complexity
of solving a triangular system is potentially as low as O(log n) time steps 1, as can be seen by a
fan-in argument. Work on parallel solution of triangular systems has proceeded in two directions. Several authors have developed parallel implementations of substitution for distributedmemory multiprocessors, some recent contributions being by Heath and Romine [9], Li and
Coleman [16], Romine and Ortega [20], and Eisenstat, Heath, Henkel, and Romine [8]. On
the other hand, several methods with lower parallel complexity than substitution have been
proposed over the last twenty years. These methods all require O (n 3) processors to achieve
their minimal complexity and they perform O(n 3) operations.
The numerical stability of substitution is well understood, but that of the parallel methods
is not. In this work we analyse the stability of four parallel methods for solving triangular
systems: a fan-in algorithm, a block elimination method, a method based on a factorized power
series expansion of the matrix inverse, and a method that computes the inverse by a divide and
conquer technique. Sameh and Brent [21 obtained an error bound for the fan-in algorithm,
but there appears to be little or no published error analysis for the other methods. We derive
informative error bounds for all the methods, obtaining, in particular, stronger bounds for the
fan-in algorithm than those of Sameh and Brent. For easy reference, Table 1.1 summarizes
the main bounds.
In 2 we summarize existing error analysis for substitution and a parallel method called
the partitioned inverse method. We state a forward error bound (see (2.11)) that holds for a
wide class of methods, including all those described here, and explore its implications.
Error analysis for the fan-in algorithm, block elimination, power series, and divide and
conquer methods is presented in 3-6, along with some numerical examples. Finally, we
give some conclusions in 7.

2. Background. For the error analysis we use the standard model of floating point arithmetic

fl(x -t- y)
fl(x op y)

I1, I/1 _< u,
x(1 + u) 4- y(1 +/),
<
(x op y)(1 + 3),
I1 u, op =.,/,
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TABLE 1.1
Main error bounds.

Backward error/residual

Forward error

(2.3)
(3.3)
(4.4)
(2.13)
(6.1), (6.4)
(6.2), (6.5)

(2.6)
(2.11), (3.5)
(4.3)
(5.2)
(6.6)
(6.6)

Substitution
Fan-in
Block elimination
Power series
Divide & conquer (B)
Divide & conquer (D)

where u is the unit roundoff. This model is valid for machines that lack a guard digit in
addition and subtraction. We place a hat over computed quantities.
Under this model it is straightforward to show that for A, B 6 n n and x 6 ]n,

(2.1)

fl(Ax)

(A + AA)x,

(2.2)

fl(AB)

AB + E,

IAAI _< nulAI / 0(/,/2),
IEI <_ nulAIIBI + O(u2).

(Absolute values and inequalities are interpreted componentwise for matrices.) These two
results are the basis of all the analysis below. In the analysis we are not concerned with the
precise values of constants and will denote by cn or dn a low degree polynomial in n and log n.
It is useful to recall what is known about the substitution algorithm. The computed
solution to Lx
b, where L Inxn is lower triangular, satisfies (see, for example, [22,
or
p. 150]
12])

"

(Z + AL)= b,

(2.3)

IALI

((n + 1)u + O(u2))lZ[.

<

"

This result says that has a small componentwise relative backward error w(’), where for
an approximate solution y to a general system Ax b,

o(y)=min{e:(A+AA)y=b+Ab, IAAI_<IAI, IAbl_<lbl}.

No larger than w(y) for the 1- and x-norms is the normwise relative backward error
r/(y)

min{e (A + AA)y

b + Ab,

IIAAII _< IIAII, II/Xbll

_< llbll}.

These two backward errors are easily computable for a given y, because they can be expressed
in terms of the residual r b Ay [18], [19]:

(2.4)

o(y)

(2.5)

O(Y)

max

[ri[

(IAIlYl

+ Ibl)i’

Ilrll
A y

/

lib

The norm is any subordinate norm, and in the formula for w(y), /0 is interpreted as zero if
0 and infinity otherwise. If, in the definition of og(y) or rl(y), we do not perturb b, then
the formulas (2.4) and (2.5) remain valid when b is replaced by 0. We will use the infinity
norm throughout.
Corresponding to (2.3) we have the forward error bound

(2.6)

IIx -’11
Ilxll

_< (n / 1)u cond(L, x) +

where

cond (L, x)

IL- IILIIxl

O(u2),
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is the Bauer-Skeel condition number. The maximum value of cond(L, x) is cond(L) :=
cond(L, e), where e (1,
1)
It is also instructive to consider the partitioned inverse method for solving Lx b. Any
lower triangular matrix L
can be factorized L L1L2... Ln, where Lk differs from
the identity matrix only in the kth column:

nxn

(2.7)

Ik+l,k

Lk

1

lnk
The solution to a linear system Lx

b may therefore be expressed as

_

L-lb-- MnMn-1...Mb,

x

L

When evaluated in the natural right to left order, this formula yields a
where Mi
trivial variation of a column oriented version of substitution. The partitioned inverse method
generalizes this evaluation by grouping the factors LLz... L,,
G1G2... Gin, where each
G is a product of consecutive Lj terms and < rn < n. Then x is evaluated as

Gn 1GI_I... G]-lb,

x

G-1

is formed explicitly and the product is evaluated from right to left. The
partitioned inverse method is of practical interest for the parallel solution of large, sparse
systems with multiple right-hand sides; in this context rn is chosen as small as possible subject
to the G- being sparse [1 ]. Higham and Pothen 15] show that, under a reasonable assumption
on how the G- are formed, the computed solution satisfies (L + A L)" b, where

where each

(2.9)
When rn

(2.10)

IALI _< c,,u
n, so that Gi

(

m

(m

1)(ILl- I) -I-

"

IGilIGT,

IIGI + O(u2).

i=1

Li, we can use the result

IZillZT,

lltil

31Lil

to recover (2.3). Inequality (2.9) is shown in [15] to imply IImLlloo
c,u,ollLlloo + O(U2),
where p is a scalar satisfying 1 < p < mxoo (L), so normwise stability is guaranteed if L is
well conditioned.
An interesting theme among the methods we describe is that they all satisfy a componentwise forward error bound of the form

(2.11)

Ix --l <_ cnuM(L)-lbl + O(u2),

where the comparison matrix M(A)
mij

(mij) is defined for A

laii l,
-laijl,

-

IInxn by

j,

=/= j.

Note that M (L) is an M-matrix, that is, M(L) > 0. A bound of this form holds for any
solver that does not rely on algebraic cancellation. A precise way to state this condition is
that the solver computes xi
f (L, b) where, for all i, is a multivariate rational function
in which the only divisions are by diagonal elements of L and such that when L M (L) and
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b > 0 there are no subtractions in the evaluation of f/. For such a solver, it is not difficult to
see that

fi(L, b)l <

Ifl(fi(L, b))
where

fi

c,,u-fi(M(L), Ibl) + 0(/,/2),

denotes j5 with all its coefficients replaced by their absolute values, and where

fi(M(L), Ibl) is a rational expression consisting entirely of nonnegative terms. This bound
is simply (2.11) expressed in different notation. An example (admittedly, a contrived one) of
a solver that does not satisfy (2.11) is, for n 2,
Xl

bl//11,

x2

((b2

bl)(/ll q-/21) d- bl/ll

b2121)/(111122).

We will not give a formal proof of (2.11) in the general case, but will obtain it as a consequence
of the analysis for each individual method below. For substitution, (2.11) is straightforward to
prove by induction on the components of x (the proof is a minor modification of Wilkinson’s
proofof(2.11) for the case where L M(L) andb > 0 [25, pp. 250-251]). For the partitioned
inverse method, (2.11) also holds, though this is not pointed out in 15].
The upper bound in (2.11) cannot be rephrased or bounded in terms of L -1 or x(L),
because, for any L, IL-11 < M(L) -1, and IIM(L)-IlI/IIL-111 can be arbitrarily large (for a
parametrized example with n 3, see 11 ]).
There are several interesting consequences of (2.11). First, if L is an M-matrix (so
that L M(L)) then (2.11) shows that the algorithm under consideration is componentwise
forward stable, in the sense that the forward error is of the same order of magnitude as that
caused by componentwise perturbations of order c,,u to the vector b (and, afortiori, a bound
ofthe form (2.6) holds). If, in addition, b > 0, then (2.11) becomes Ix -’1 < c,,ulxl + 0(/,/2),
which shows that approximates x to almost full relative accuracy in all components (at least,
modulo the O (u 2) term). If lii
and Ilijl < for all and j (as holds for the matrices L
from LU factorization with partial pivoting) then M(L) has elements of size at most 2n-2,
so IIx -’11 _< 2"-lc,,ullbll + O(u2)
For general L, (2.11) implies the normwise forward error bound

-

"

(2.12)

IIx 11

Cn II

Ilxll

IIM(Z)-llZllxl I1 0(/,/2).
+
Ilxll

This bound is no smaller than (2.6), and potentially much larger, but is of comparable size if
M(L) -1 < CnlL I.
Another consequence of (2.11) is the residual bound

IL- bl <_ cnulLIM(L)-llbl + O(u2).

(2.13)

This bound shows that the underlying algorithm is componentwise backward stable if L is an
M-matrix and b > 0, or, more generally, whenever M(L)-llbl < d,,Ixl, We have also the
normwise residual bound

(2.14)

IIZ- bllo

c, ull

IZlM(Z)-lbl IIo + O(bt2),

from which it follows that the underlying algorithm is normwise backward stable if (L, x)
is of order 1, where

Ix(L, x)

ILIM(L)-llbl IIo
IILIlllxll

<

ILIM(L)-llLIIxl Iloo
IILIlllxll
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3. Fan-in algorithm. The fan-in algorithm solves Lx
b by evaluating the product
7 the order of
(2.8) in [log(n + 1)] steps by the fan-in operation. For example, for n
calculation is specified by

X--((M7M6)(M5M4))((M3M2)(Mlb)),
where all the products appearing within a particular size of parenthesis can be evaluated in
parallel. In general, the evaluation can be expressed as a binary tree of depth [log(n + 1)] + 1,
with products Mlb and MiMi-1 (i 3, 4
2/(n 1)/2/+ 1) at the top level and a single
product yielding x at the bottom level. This algorithm has been proposed and analysed by
Sameh and Brent [21 ], who show that it can be implemented in log2 n + O (log n) time steps
on n3 q- O (n 2) processors. (The algorithm requires about n 3/10 operations, so is of no
interest for serial computation. Some interesting comments on the practical significance of
log n terms in complexity results are given by Edelman [7].) Sameh and Brent also give an
error analysis. They show that the computed solution satisfies

8

(L + AL)"

(3.1)

b,

Ilmtll

ot,,uxo(Z)Zlltllo + O(u2),

2
where 19/n
log n / O(n log n). This bound is larger by a factor at least x(L) 2 > 1 than
the normwise equivalent of (2.3) for substitution.
We will derive a componentwise residual bound that is stronger than (3.1). To avoid
complicated notation that obscures the simplicity of the analysis we take n 7. It is not hard
to see that the result we obtain is valid for all n. We assume that the inverses Mi
L T, are
formed exactly, as the errors in forming them affect only the constants in the bounds. Applying
(2.1) and (2.2) we find that the computed solution satisfies

n

(3.2)
where

"

"

((M7M6 -1"- A76)(M5M4 -[- A54) -[- A7654) ((M3M2 -[- A32)(MI -[" A1)b),

5, 7,
+ 0(//2),
1A76541 c,,u(IMTM611MsM41 + IM7M6MM41) + o(u2),
IA321 _< c,,u(IM311M21 + IM3M21) / O(u2),
I/Xl _< c,,ulMl + O(u2).
Premultiplying (3.2) on the left by L, we find that the residual r L"- b is a sum of terms

IAi,i-ll

c, ulMillMi-l

of the form

L(M7

Mj+I)Aj kMk-1. Mlb

L1. LjAj kLk

L7x.

All these terms share the same upper bound, which we derive for just one of them. Unfortunately, it is not possible to exploit (2.10), because all but one term in the overall residual
bound contains a product of the form Mj... MkllMk-x... Mi I, which cannot be simplified
using (2.10). For j 5, k 4 we have

ILl

L5A54L4... Lvxl

<

CnUlL1. LsIIMsIIM4IIL4
cnulL1 LsIIL6LTL -1Ll

L7x] -4- O(u 2)

L41

xIL5L6L7L-1L1L2L3IIL4...L7x[ d- O(u 2)
<_ cnulZllZ-llZllZ-llZllxl + O(u2),
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where we have used the property that, for any L
residual bound is therefore of the form

]nxn, [Lll... Ln[

ILl. The overall

IZ-bl d,,ulLIIZ-lllZllZ-lllZllxl + O(u2),

(3.3)
or, on taking norms,

IIt- bll dnull Itllt-llltllt-llltllxl IIo + O(u=).

(3.4)

By considering the binary tree associated with the fan-in algorithm, and using the fact
that the matrices at the ith level of the tree have at most 2i- nontrivial columns, it is easy to
see that we can take dn
a n log n, where a is a constant of order 1; dn is smaller than O in
(3.1) by a factor of order n.
Sameh and Brent’s bound (3.1) can be obtained from (3.4) by using the submultiplicative
property of the norm and invoking the backward error formula (2.5). However, (3.1) is a
much weaker bound than (3.3) and (3.4). In particular, a diagonal scaling Lx
b
is
leaves
lesser
a
to
extent,
(where
diagonal)
(and,
(3.3)
(3.4))
D1LD..
Dj
Dlb
essentially unchanged, but can change the bound (3.1) by an arbitrary amount.
One special case in which (3.3) simplifies is when L is an M-matrix and b > 0: Lemma
< (2n 1)lxl, so (3.3) yields IZ-bl <
3.4 of Higham [12] shows that in this case

Dlx

IZ-lllLIIxl

(2n 1)ad,,ulLIIxl 4- O(ua), and we have componentwise backward stability (to first order).
More generally, (3.4) shows that the algorithm is normwise backward stable if
O(L,x)

ILI1L-111LIIL-IILIIxl I1

is of order 1, which is guaranteed if L is well conditioned.
A forward error bound can be obtained directly from (3.2). We find that

Ix -"1 < d’nulM711M61... IMllbl + 0(/,/2)
di’,uM(Z)-llbl + O(uZ).
This is of the form (2.11), so all the comments made about (2.11) apply to the fan-in algorithm.
In addition to the normwise forward error bound (2.12), we have the bound

(3.5)

IIx 11
Ilxll

dnu

(IZ-lllZl)31xl I1 O(tt2),
+
Ilxll

which is an immediate consequence of (3.3). Either bound in (2.12) and (3.5) can be arbitrarily
larger than the other, for fixed n. An example where (3.5) is the better bound (for large n)
is provided by the matrix with lij
1, for which
has maximum element 2 and
M(L) -1 ILl has maximum element 2’-1.
It is easy to find numerical examples where the fan-in algorithm produces a large componentwise or normwise backward error. In one experiment in Matlab (for which u
1.1 x 10 -16) we used direct search [14] to construct such an example. The resulting system Lx b is of order 7, and has b fl(Le), where x e (1,
1)r. The results
for the fan-in algorithm, substitution, and other methods to be described below, are given in
Table 3.1. The exact solution, which we used to compute the forward errors, was obtained
using a beta test version of Matlab 4’s Symbolic Math Toolbox. In this example the new
residual bound (3.4) is sharp, while Sameh and Brent’s bound (3.1) is extremely pessimistic,
being a factor approximately 1026 larger than (3.4). Since O(L, x) Ix(L, x), the normwise
residual bounds (2.14) and (3.4) are of similar size. We mention that the instability of the

IL-111LI
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TABLE 3.1
Backward and forward errors for system of order 7.
tcoo(L)

1.23e+18, cond(L, x) 8.07e+14, cond(L) 3.02e+17.
#(L,x) 1.74e+ll, O(L,x) 7.88e+11.

(’)

0oo (’)

IIx -’lloo/llx Iloo

8.29e-17
1.15e-03
3.69e-04
2.17e-05
4.63e-04
3.85e-04

4.03e-19
7.76e-06
2.42e-06

1.64e-01
2.14e-01
1.88e-01
1.91e-01
1.70e-01

o

Substitution
Fan-in
Block elimination
Power series
Divide & conquer (B)
Divide & conquer (D)

1.43e-07
2.96e-06
2.53e-06

1.89e-01

methods can be made even worse by running direct search further in the construction of this

example.
A comment is required concerning two papers by Tsao [23], [24]. In these papers Tsao
compares the accuracy of substitution with that of the fan-in algorithm and concludes that "the
parallel algorithm as proposed by Sameh and Brent ]2 is essentially equivalent to the usual
sequential algorithm as far as round-off error is concerned." This conclusion is incorrect.
What Tsao shows in [23] is that expressions for the forward error x
can be obtained that
are of the same form for both substitution and the fan-in algorithm. A consequence of Tsao’s
expressions is that both substitution and the fan-in algorithm satisfy a bound of the form (2.11),
though this is not mentioned in [23]. Nevertheless, the numerical behaviour of substitution
and the fan-in algorithm can be very different, as is clear from Table 3.1.
The fan-in method is topical because the fan-in operation is a special case of the parallel
prefix operation and several fundamental computations in linear algebra are amenable to a
parallel prefix-based implementation [5]. Indeed, parallel prefix has now made its way into
undergraduate numerical analysis textbooks; see [3, 13.2], where a particularly clear explanation is given. The important open question of the stability of the parallel prefix implementation
of Sturm sequence evaluation for the symmetric tridiagonal eigenproblem has recently been
answered by Mathias 17]. Mathias shows that for positive definite matrices the relative error
in a computed minor can be as large as a multiple of .-3, where .n is the smallest eigenvalue of
the matrix; the corresponding bound for serial evaluation involves )-. This condition cubing
effect is analogous to what we see in (3.5).

-"

4. Block elimination algorithm. In addition to the fan-in algorithm, Sameh and Brent
[21 describe a parallel block elimination algorithm. It requires the same number of steps as
the fan-in algorithm but roughly twice the number of processors. Its advantage is that it can
be adapted to take advantage of band structure [4], [21 ].
The algorithm is best understood by considering the case n 8. There is a preprocessing
D-b where D diag(L). The
step in which L is made unit triangular: L +-- D L, b
first stage of the algorithm forms, with L1
L, bl b,

L2

NL

diag

-

([

--/87

--/43

/2

L
L

L(4

"- ’32/.(2)

I2

/.(2)

/.(2)

"-’42

"--’43

Lij or.

12

The next stage forms
2Reference [1] in Tsao’s paper is [21] in the present paper.

N2x2, bE

Nb.
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N2L2

diag

/.(2)

--L21 12

--’-’43

12

b3

L2

N2b2,

and the final stage forms
x

b4

N3b3

_L31

14

Thus in [log n] stages L is reduced to the identity by row operations and b is transformed to

L-lb=x.

-

Error analysis for this algorithm can be expressed as follows. We take n
without loss of generality, that lii --= 1. Using (2.1), we have

"-" (k
which yields

(4.1)

Ak)(k-1 d- Ak-1)... (1 + A1)b,

_

2k and assume,

IAil _< c.ull / O(u2),

k

kk-1 b + Z k i+l Aii_l b + O(u2).
i--1

We now need to relate Ni to Ni. Observe that, from the description of the method above,
Ni has the form Ni (p,.s(L)), where each entry prs(L) is a multivariate polynomial in the
elements of L. It is not hard to see that Prs (M(L)) contains only nonpositive terms (r > s)
and that

Ni

Ni

+ Ei,

IEil <_ CnU(Prs(M(L)))

C’nUNi(M(L)).

Thus (4.1) can be rewritten

"

(4.2)

X

which gives

k

Z Nk

Ni+l (Ei -i-- Ai)Ni_l

Nlb q- O(u2),

i=1

k

Ix -1 <- c’u

INI

INi+II(Ni(M(L)) --t- INil)lNi-l

INllbl + O(u 2)

i=1

<

(4.3)

2Cn’UNk(M(L))Nk-I(M(L))... NI(M(L))Ibl 4- O(u 2)
2cuM(L)-llbl + O(U2).

This bound is of the form (2.11), so all the comments made about (2.11) apply to the block
elimination method.
In [4], Chen, Kuck, and Sameh use the banded system variant of the block elimination
algorithm. They explain that a forward error bound can be obtained that is proportional to
0"n/m, where r
1) and rn is approximately half the bandwidth.
maxi,j Ilijl (here lii
An exponential bound of this form is weaker than (4.3), and obtainable from it, because, in
general, M(L) -1 < W(L) -1, where W(L)
(wij) is defined by Wii
Iliil and Iwijl
1 then maxi,j IW(L)-IIij or(or -t- 1) n-2.
maXr, Ilrs] -or (i :/: j), and if lii
From (4.2) the following bound for the residual can be obtained:

-

k

(4.4)

IEZ- bl <_

c;’u y IN{i=1

Ni-I(Ni(M(L)) + INil)lg-

g-lllxl + O(u2).
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This does not lead to a residual bound any more useful than can be obtained from (4.3). The
reason we can obtain more satisfactory residual bounds for the partitioned inverse method and
fan-in algorithms is that they employ a factorization of L that is based on structure, and hence
is little affected by replacing the factors by their absolute values. The factorization of L -1
used by the block elimination algorithm relies on algebraic relations that are destroyed if the
absolute values of the factors are taken, and so error bounds cannot be expressed solely in
terms of L and L -1.

5. Power series method. Heller 10] describes the following method for solving Lx
b, which he credits to Heller (1974 technical report) and Orcutt (1974 dissertation). Let
L D(I M) be of order n 2’, where D diag(L) and M is strictly lower triangular
0). Then
(hence M
x

M) -1D-lb

(I

(I q- M +... q- Mn-1)D-lb
(I

+ M 2- )(I + M 2,-2 )... (I + M)D -lb.

The powers M 2 M 4,
M 2- are formed by repeated squaring. This method can be
2
implemented in log n + log n time steps on n 3 + n 2 processo.rs 10].
It is straightforward to show that the computed powers Mi fl(M 2) satisfy

/i MZi+ Ei,

(5.1)

IEil

< dnu[MI 2i -I-

O(u2).

This bound also holds if M 2’ is evaluated as a product of 2 terms M M... M; a bound
that exploits the repeated squaring implementation is complicated to express and yields no
improvement to the final bound we will derive. The computed solution satisfies
x

(I

"

+ M2k- + Ak_l)(I + M2k-z + A,_2)... (I + M + A1)D-lb,

where, using (2.1) and (5.1),

IAil

<

CnUll -!- Mz’ "+" dnulMIZ’ "l O(U 2)

<

CtnU(I "1-" IMI z’) -t- 0(//2).

Therefore
k-1

x--x

---(I+ M 2- )..

(I+ M 2i+ )Ai(I+ M 2i- )...(I+M) D-1 b,

i=1

and so

(5.2)

Ix -l <_ (k 1)c’,,u(1 -+-IMI2-’)(I -I-IMl2-z)... (I -+-IMI)IDI-Ibl + O(u :)
c,uM(L)-lbl + O(u2).

This bound is of the form (2.11). The comments made in the last paragraph of 4 are
applicable to the power series method too.
In the numerical example of Table 3.1 both the block elimination method and the power
series method are unstable, and the normwise residual bound (2.14) is reasonably close to
equality.
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6. Matrix inversion by divide and conquer. Borodin and Munro [2] and Heller [10]
discuss a divide and conquer method for inverting a triangular matrix based on the formulae

L21 L22

-L-2 L21L-I L-2

The diagonal blocks of L 11 and L22 are chosen to be of equal size (or sizes differing by if the
dimension is odd) and the inversion of these blocks is done by the same method recursively;
the (2,1) block is evaluated by matrix multiplication. The method can be implemented in
O(log 2 n) time steps on O(n 3) processors. If we are prepared to give up the O(log9 n)
complexity then we can consider alternative ways to evaluate the (2,1) block of L -1. But, as
we now show, how this block is evaluated is critical to the stability of the algorithm. There
are, in fact, seven ways to evaluate X21 -L-2 L21L-I1. Here we use Matlab notation: A\B
denotes solving AX
B (by substitution when A is triangular) and A/B denotes solving
A X B (by substitution when B is triangular). The seven ways are as follows.
A: X21 -X22L21Xll,

B" X21 =-L22\(L21X),
C: X21 -(L22\L2)XI,
D: X2 -(Xz2L21)/L,
E: X21 -X22(L21/L11),
F: X2 -(L22\L21)/LI1,
G: X21 -L:2\(Lg./Lll).
Methods A, B, and D correspond to Methods 2B, 1B, and 2C, respectively, of Du Croz and
Higham [6]. The latter three methods are not implemented recursively, but the same error
analysis applies to Methods A, B, and D here. For Methods B and D, under conditions on the
bottom level of recursion that are described below, the computed X satisfies [6]
B:
D"

(6.1)
(6.2)

IZ- II _< cnulZlll + O(u2),
IX"L II _< cnullltl + O(uZ).

These bounds are the best that we can expect and correspond to componentwise backward
stability. In general, a componentwise stable inversion method will satisfy either a right
residual bound of the form (6.1) or a left residual bound of the form (6.2), but not both bounds.
We give the proof of (6.1). Let A(A, B) denote a matrix bounded according to

IA(A, n)l _< c,,ulAIInl

+ O(uZ).

Note that

fl(AB)
and if T is triangular then X

AB + A(A, B),

fl(T\B) implies
TX + A(T, X)

B.

For Method B we have

L22X21 + A(L22, X21)-- -L2111 + A(L21, 11),
that is,

ILz2X"21 + L2xl <_ c,,u(IL22112l + IL2ll’xl) + O(u 2)
c,,u(lelll)21 / O(U2)
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IL’-

ulZll1-4-

’ii

II’

Therefore
O(u ) provided that ILii
+ O(u 2)
II < cnulLii
II < c,
for
1, 2, which is true, by induction, if these inequalities are satisfied at the bottom level
of recursion. The proof of (6.2) is entirely analogous. It is clear that the crucial part of the
analysis is bounding the (2,1) block of the left or right residual.
None of Methods A, C, E, F, and G satisfies (6.1) or (6.2). For example, for Method E
we have, with Y L2/L,

YLll
X21

L2 + A(Y, Lll),
-X22Y + A(X, Y).

Thus

X21Lll ---X22YLll d- A(X22, Y)Lll,
that is,

X21Lll -]- X22L21

-X22A(Y, Lll) -]- A(X22, Y)Lll.

Hence we have the bound

[X21Lll d- X22L211 < 2c,,ulX"zzll"llZlll / O(u 2)
2cnulX’2211L21L-{llZll + O(u2),
which has the term IL2L-{IIL] instead of the term ILzll that we require for a small left
residual. A bound for the right residual is even less satisfactory. Similar analysis for Methods
A, C, F, and G shows that for none of these methods can a small componentwise left or
right residual bound be obtained. Thus Methods B and D are the only componentwise stable
methods for computing L- of the seven Methods A-G.
Now we consider using the computed inverse to solve Lx b. We obtain

(6.3)
so that

"

fl(Xb) Xb + f,

Ifl _< c,,ulllbl / O(u2),

+
For Method B, LX

(6.4)

I is bounded in (6.1), and we have

IL"- bl <_ 2c,,ulLIl llbl / O(u:Z).

This is the best residual bound we could expect because even if we multiply b by the exact
inverse we cannot avoid the term Lf that contributes a term CnU ILl IXl Ibl to the residual bound.
If IZ-llbl IL-bl Ixl, inequality (6.4) implies componentwise backward stability. For
Method D, which has a small left residual, as shown by (6.2), the best residual bound we can
obtain for" is (by writing Lb L(L)x)

(6.5)

IL- bl <_ 2c, ulLIlllLIIxl + O(u2),

-

which is weaker than (6.4) to the extent that Ibl _< ILllxl. Note that this bound is stronger
than the bound (3.3) for the fan-in algorithm (which has an extra term ILIIL I).
Both Methods B and D satisfy the forward error bound

(6.6)

Ix --l <_ d,,ulL-llLllL-111bl + 0(/,/2)
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This follows from (6.4) for Method B, and for both methods from (6.3) together with the
bound [L -1 ’[ _< CnU[L-l[[L[[L-l[ + O(u 2) from (6.1) and (6.2).
The inequality (2.11) can be shown to hold for each of Methods A-G, provided that the
inversion method used at the bottom level of recursion itself satisfies (2.11) when used as an
equation solver. The proof involves showing that
L-l[ <_ c,,uM(L) -1 + O(u 2) (for each

I’-

method A-G) and then using (6.3).
We give a numerical example that illustrates the analysis. Here, L is the 12th power
of a random 25 x 25 lower triangular matrix from the normal N(0, 1) distribution (L is
generated in Matlab 3.5 by the statements rand normal’ rand seed’ 7 1 L
tril tril rand 25 "12 .) This particular form of ill-conditioned and badly scaled
matrix had been found in [6] (by trial and error) to cause instability in some triangular matrix
inversion routines. For each of Methods A-G (all of which were recurred down to the level
n
1), Table 6.1 shows the left (L) and right (R) componentwise and normwise relative
residuals, the left ones of which are given by
min{

IXL II

< IXIILI}

and

IIXL- Xllo

The underlines in Table 6.1 indicate the residuals that we know must be small, by (6.1) and
(6.2). Most of the other residuals are large; those normwise ones that are not are small "by
chance" and are found to be large in other examples.
We also solved two linear systems: Lx
e. The
b, where b
fl(Le), and Ly
componentwise and normwise backward errors are tabulated in Table 6.2. The o(’) and
w(’) values illustrate clearly that Method B can be superior to all the other methods as a
means, for solving Lx
b, but that it may nevertheless be componentwise unstable (the
example in Table 3.1 shows that Method B can also be unstable in the normwise sense). The
small value of o(’) for Method B is predicted by (6.4), since
Ilbl ]yl in this example.
Similarly, (6.5) correctly predicts a much larger value of o() for Method D than for Method
B, since Ibl << [LIIY[.
To summarize, only for Methods B and D can we guarantee a small componentwise left
residual (Method D) or fight residual (Method B). For solving a linear system Method B is
preferable to Method D as it has a smaller residual bound. Thus the error analysis shows that
how the (2,1) block of L -1 is computed in the divide and conquer method greatly affects the
stability of the computed inverse or the solution to a linear system.

z-

TABLE 6.1
Residuals for 25 x 25 random L.

1.24e+41.
try(L) 6.14e+44, cond(L) 8.63e+43, cond(L -1)
Method
L (comp.) R (comp.) L (norm) R (norm)
4.44e-06
8.23e-03
9.01 e-07
5.73e-05
9.39e01
9.51e-01
1.11e-16
1.18e-07
9.51 e-01
1.27e-02

1.18e-16
1.16e-03
1.60e-02
6.80e-01
3.73e-03
6.80e-01

1.05e-01
3.44e-08
6.68e- 18
3.06e- 11
3.63e-18
3.66e-04

1.19e-20
5.49e-18
3.19e-06
3.34e-07
1.84e-12
4.27e-18

7. Conclusions. Whereas the substitution algorithm has perfect numerical stability, all
the parallel methods presented here can be unstable, depending on the data. As is often the
case in numerical linear algebra, these triangular system solvers gain parallelism at the cost of
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T,Bt,E 6.2
Linear system backward errors.

cond(L, x)
cond(L, y)

8.63e+43, cond(L -l, x)
1.22e+16, cond(L -1, y)

1.24e+41.
7.54e+28.

Method

4.51e-03
5.73e-08
1.28e-05
5.68e-01
5.79e-01
1.00e+00
6.08e-01

9.10e-07
7.74e-22
8.39e-16
5.85e-05
3.98e-05
5.54e-05
2.42e-18

4.48e-03
1.65e-16
3.76e-08
1.60e-02
1.37e-01
1.76e-03
1.37e-01

9.02e-07
2.13e-20
5.49e-18
3.19e-06
2.78e-07
9.06e-14
1.64e-18

stability [5]. The divide and conquer Methods B andD satisfy the strongest residual bounds
of the parallel methods we have considered, with stability for this class of methods depending
on precisely how the (2,1) block of the inverse is evaluated at each level of recursion. (We
omit the partitioned inverse method from this comparison since its bound (2.9) is difficult to
compare with the rest and depends crucially on the parameter m.) The fan-in algorithm has
the next best residual bound, (3.3), which can be of order (L)ZllLIlllxllu. Methods B
and D and the fan-in algorithm are all guaranteed to be stable when L is well conditioned.
For the block elimination and power series methods we were unable to derive stronger bounds
than

Ix l

< dnuM(L)

-11bl + 0(/,/2)

and the corresponding residual bound, which hold for all the methods considered here. It has
not been previously appreciated that (7.1) holds for the wide class of methods that do not rely
on algebraic cancellation. It is effectively a "universal" forward error bound for triangular
equation solvers.
In the numerical examples we have mainly reported backward errors and residuals. Since
triangular system solvers are normally used as part of a larger computation, backward stability
is probably the most important requirement. In our limited experience, the forward errors for
the parallel methods reported here tend to be at most x(L)u, even when the backward error
is large. We have not found any numerical examples where the fan-in algorithm has a forward
error of order tc(L)3u, or even tc(L)2u.
While we have not attempted to gauge the average-case stability of these parallel methods,
we can offer the following summary of their behaviour. All the methods can be arbitrarily
unstable, but they achieve perfect stability when L is an M-matrix and b > 0 (by virtue of (7.1)),
and they often yield surprisingly stable and accurate solutions, even for very ill-conditioned
problems. Therefore the parallel methods should not be ruled out for practical use purely
on stability grounds, particularly as it is easy to compute the normwise or componentwise
backward error a posteriori to test the stability of a computed solution. We note that iterative
refinement in fixed precision is a possible means for stabilizing any of the methods (the theory
of 13, 2] is applicable). However, for all except the divide and conquer methods, iterative
refinement significantly increases the cost of the solution process.
To our knowledge, none of the fan-in, block elimination, and divide and conquer algorithms has been implemented on a modern parallel machine and its speed compared with that
of substitution. It would be an interesting exercise to make such a comparison and therefore
to determine whether the parallel methods merit serious consideration as practical algorithms.
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